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ABSTRACT 

This paper reports the analytic solution of the instability problem of a conditionally unstable 
moist baroclinic basic flow for a general heating profile and the quantitative results for the 
special case of a uniform heating profile. There are 4 discrete eigenmodes arising from the 
existence of potential vorticity (PV) anomalies at only 4 discrete vertical levels in this generic 
model setting. There is one unstable mode for a weak to moderate heating. The growth rate and 
wavelength of the most unstable moist Eady mode have a strongly nonlinear dependence on the 
heating intensity in this range. Significant enhancement in the growth rate and reduction in the 
wavelength of this mode are found when the heating intensity is increased to a moderate value. 
The trends of variation of these instability properties with the heating intensity are reversed for 
stronger heating due to a strong interference of the interactions among the PV anomalies at 
the four levels. The phase velocity of this mode is affected relatively little by the condensational 
heating. For a moderate to strong heating, there are two new branches of shorter unstable 
modes. The modes of one branch have a large phase velocity and are largely confined between 
the model tropopause and the top of the heating layer. They primarily arise from the interaction 
of the PV anomalies at those 2 levels. The modes of the other branch are largely confined 
between the model surface and the bottom of the heating layer with a small phase velocity arising 
from a similar dynamical origin. The self-induced heating and the basic baroclinic shear are 
jointly responsible for the existence of these modes. These 2 branches of mode may coexist. The 
energetic of the unstable modes is consistent with such a dynamical interpretation. 

1. Introduction 

The importance of condensational heating for 
the development of the vigorous storms in the 
extratropics is fairly well established. A number of 
storms that have been under close scrutiny are all 
found to be strongly energized by the released 
latent heat. Their development rate, their structure, 
and their movement are noticeably influenced by 
the condensational heating (e.g., Gyakum, 1983; 
Whitaker et al., 1988; Hoskins and Berrisford, 
1988; Kristjansson, 1990). 

One approach of investigating the role of latent 
heating is by means of numerical simulation of an 
actual storm with a state-of-the-art model. A com
parison of the development of the same storm with 
versus without the condensational heating in a 

model would quantify the impact of the heating. 
According to a recent simulation study of the 
famous QE-11 storm over ocean by Kuo et al. 
( 1991 ), the dry model predicts a deepening of only 
11 mb ( 1004-993 mb) of surface pressure in 24 hrs 
and the moist model predicts a deepening of 37 mb 
( 1004-967 mb ). The observed deepening could 
be actually as much as 59 mb ( 1004-945 mb ). In 
other words, the condensational heating could 
increase the intensification of the storm by a factor 
of 3 to 5. The simulation also suggests that the 
heating rate may be as large as a few hundred 
degrees per day in a fairly thick layer. Even a 
relatively small storm over northern Europe in 
August is found to have more than 10 cm of 
precipitation in 24 hand is confined largely in the 
lower troposphere with a surface wind exceeding 
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